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ARMIN BICKEL'S SUPER SCINTILLATION COUNTER ' qUippe~ wit~  ai phot~multiplier tube wi,th a quantum ~fficiency. of 35 per cent, it

E- can register mformatlOn from an ore iample 25 feet dIstant whIch ordmar5' com
mercial seintiUators of five to dO per cent efficiency can pick up only one foot 
away. Bickel, who has also heen able to perform such miracles as growing six

pound lemons by stimulating the roots of llemon trees with specific ultrasonic frequencies, 
says thal his "Algor Super Sci.ntillation Counter" depends on the fact that constant 
changes due to crystallisation in geo'logical formations that have been going on for half a 
billion years can, through the proper use of isotope detection, provide clues about what 
lies b.elow gmund. 

Before 1913 it Was believed that each and every atom of any element Was identical in 
mas.s. Then it was discovered that an atom could, under certain natural condjtions, lose or 
gain a particle, thereby altering its mass and energy state. Tbese altered atoms, which 
we.re later produced artificially in atom-smashers, needed a new name. Called "isot9P~s", 

their nucle~ had the same number of protons but different numbers of ncutrons. 
By 1921 Francis WilIiam Aston in England had detected 202 isotopes in 71 elelJlents. 

Today the number has risen to more than 1,500 with an average of four to each element. 
Only 10 per cent of all known isotopes arc found in nature where they Ca-ll be produced by 
the interaction of radiations froJfi radioactive substances in the interior of the Earth or cos
mLe rays from outer space. The rest are engendered by artificial excitatlojl. Thus, a nor
mal gold atom, represented as 79Au l91 (meaning that Au, short for the Latin word autum
gold-has 197 heavier particles in its nucleus, of which 79 are charged protons and 118 
uncharged neutrons), can be artificially a,ltered to produce different isotopes from ?9Au18s 

to 1',Au2fJ3
, only one of which, 19Au l96

, is abundantly found in nature. It is the energy from 
this single natural isotope which is detectable by the Bickel invention. 

In May 1974, Bickel was invited to explore the area around the iPaullsnard gold mine, 
[50 kilometres ftom Sainn Laurent du Maroni in French Guiana. Opcrating from an air
prane, ilis machine recorded! only average to bel'ow-average r.eadings fOF gold above the 
mine site. Above-average readings indicated 'hot spots' for gold in many places five to 20 
kdometres from the mine in two dire.etio-ns. CoppeF mineralisation was also located, says 
Bickel, ncar the town of Santonia. 

Given the near 'impossibility of surveying de.nsely wooded terrain normally found in 
places like French Guiana, Bickel may be correct in stating that his super scintillation 
detector "is the only tool for exploring South Ameri'can jungles". 

Bickel reported that his scintillators arc currently being used by diamond-seekers i.D. 
South Africa to search for undiscQvered funnel-shaped bodies of bluish diamond-rich rock 
ealkd "Kimberlite pipes". Volcanic in origin, Kimberlite ore has subnormally low 
radioactivity common to the basalt family of which it is a member. Therefore, when 
Bickel's c_ounter provides a near-zero negative reading, it indicates a likely place to find 
one of the "pipes". 

Bickel asserts that he has twice detected a "complete blackout"-a zero negativc read
ing-in California, one of which, he believes, indicates a 30-foot-diameter funnel on 
Figueroa Mountain, 50 miles Jlorth of Santa Barbara. The blackouts, he says, can only be 
caused by Kimberlite ore deposits or pipes of active thermal steam. Intensive aerial 
search may locate many more of them. 

Bickel is confident that his invention's greatest potential lies in its adaptability to oil
search. Oil-bearing fornations act as buffers to block the normal background radiation 
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issuing from the rocks below them. When directly over a fonna
lion's edgcs, the positive needfe on his machine climbs to a much 
higher reading than for the normal background, due to an anom
alous condition in the interface between the oil and the surround
ing material. 

"While the instrument is carried by car or on foot squarely 
across an oil formation of a k.ind known to geologists as a closed 
dome," reports Bickel, "the graph continuously traced on paper 
looks like a cross-section of a volcanic crater. Th-e raised rim cor
responds to the halo" of the circle- or ellipse-shaped dome. The 
central depression, the lowest level of the negative reading on the 
grllph, marks the most likely spot to drill an oil well. 

Bickel's device may not entirely replace existing oil prospecting 
methods known to trained geologists and! field engineers, but he 
has been told by petroleum experts that when they first saw the 
device in action they felt as if they had been looking for oil blind
folded in the past. According to Bickel, important sources of 
underground water arc' also detectable by this new device. Thirty
six producing water wells were located with it during ,the first 
threc yc.ars of'experimentation. 

Bickel's inventions would have charmed Dr Armand Vin~ who, 
over 50 years ago, prophetically wrote: 

"We are not yet endowed with a means of meci'lanically 
controlling the dowsing signall, though this has been the 
dream of so many good-natured! souls. But the idea is in 
the air and it is to be hoped that it will soon be realised. 
Contrary to what one might think, there are grounds to 
believe that m.any dowsers fear such a development. For 
among dowsers there are two categories: 'professionals' 
and 'theoreticians'. The latter work and experiment in the 
laboratory or on the ground with the sole ambi~ion  of 
widening our scientific knowledge and developing our 
industrial potentials. They thus view the advent of such an 
apparatus with anticipation. 

"Among the 'professionals', on the contrary, there are 
those who .cannot see beyond an egotistical goal, an.d a 
perfectly legitimate one at that, of increasing their own per
sona'il resources. These fear tha_t any automatic dowsing 
apparat'us willi destroy the dowsing profession and cause its 
disappearance. If1I this they are completely wron& for such 

Two shots of a large lemon grown by Dr Ar,min Bickel, compared with normal lemons. Bickel achieved this gmwth by 
treating the lemon tree's roots with a specifLc frequency of ultras.ound. The tree ,then produces three to four lemon btos
soms where onl,y one would normally bloom. Wlnen all but one of the group of flowers are plucked, the remainin-g f10werr 
then produces an outsized lemon, the stalk of which is a'iso apparently strengthened such that the lemon will not fall from 
the tree. Bickel has also produced sunflowers up to 18 inches in diameter. A palmetto palm he treated ultrasonically grew 
more than twice tile height of similar trees planted at the same time. (Photographs reprinted from The Divining Hand) 
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am instrument can only increase the 
reliability of their prognoses afld their 
very ability to furnish geology, engi
lileering and industry w~~h thenceforth 
uncontestable and uncontested data. 

"Has the telescope destroyed the 
astronomers? The stethoscope or anti
sepsis the physicia.ns? The automatic 
calculator the mathematicians?" 

Bickel has developed! two closely related 
models of his Ins.~ruJ11ent.  The "Algor 
Alpha", specially designed for the detection 
of ore bodies and mineralised zones, can be 
modified for water-finding. The other, 
"Algor Explorer X", with the same basic 
specifications as its relative, is adapted for 
geological study and exploration because it 
can register any geological fault system or 
structural change and is therefore useful in 
checking ground formations prior to build
ing or road construction. 

Bickel is presently working 011 a new 
machine, the "Explorer XI 00", which, lusing 
a three-inch caesium-antimony photomulti
plier tube with a sappbire window and a 
doped lithium-germanium cry1stal., will be 
able to record the whole spectrum or iso
topes of precious mctals through the use of 
a speciat computer. The machine's operator 
will see the word "gold" or "silver", or the 
name of other elements appear in a 'win
dow' built into thc instrument whenever 
considerable quantities of it are indicated 
underground. 00 
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